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NURSECALL SOLUTION FOR ASSISTED LIVING 

FACILITIES USING A PBX  

 

Application Overview: 
 
Each suite in the assisted living facility will be equipped with a Tunstall Caresse+ or Vi+ beside the 
resident’s bed and a choice of wireless peripherals (referred to as call points). The residents will wear 
a pendant on their wrist or around the neck.  A wireless pull cord may be located in the washroom or 
beside the bed; a PIR for activity monitoring and a flood detector on the bathroom floor.  
 
The resident can raise an alarm by pressing their Amie pendant or iVi Fall Detector, pressing the red 
button on the Caresse+ or Vi+, or pulling on the wall-mounted pull cords.  
 
A care provider carrying a wireless telephone will respond with two-way voice communication from 
anywhere on the property or off-premises using a cellular telephone. 
  

How it works: 

 
The Caresse+ or Vi+ connects internally to a software server via an analog port. The software server 
is, in turn, connected to a PBX telephone switch (see diagram below).  
 
In a recent example, the software server was VoiceGateDS and the PBX switch was a Mitel 3300 ICP 
Series.  
 
There are several software servers to choose from including Connexall, SARA, Centrack, JSM 
MICRO and Panasonic DSC. Our preferred software server is VoiceGate.  

 
Almost any commercial PBX switch will work including Panasonic, Toshiba, Avaya, and Cisco.. Today, 
most PBX switches are IP switches, but all offer analog ports to connect the Caresse+ or Vi+. 
 
The most common digital wireless phones for care providers are Spectralink, Ascom and Panasonic. 
Digital phones permit the software server to push data onto the screen display of the wireless 
telephone.. 
  
The VoiceGateDS event notification engine is a middleware server designed specifically to improve, 
track, escalate, streamline and guarantee fast and accurate communications between caregiver 
resident and administrators.  
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It accomplishes this by integrating telephony-based nurse-call devices such as the Caresse+ or Vi+ 
with a PBX switch. 
 
VoiceGateDS answers the resident call from Caresse+ or Vi+, and transfers the call to the notification 
points configured on the VoiceGateDS server. Upon connection with a care provider, VoiceGateDS 
can use the text-to-speech capability to playback the information received from the Caresse+ or Vi+ 
which includes resident extension and call point type.  
 
VoiceGateDS can then push text to caregivers carrying digital wireless telephones, such as resident 
name, room number and type of alarm, i.e. pendant, flood detector, fall detector, pull cord etc. 
 
The VoiceGateDS server can route, and uniquely identify, call points from the Caresse+ or Vi+ to 
notification endpoints such as:  

 PDAs (iPhones, Blackberry, etc) 

 Digital wireless telephones 

 networked wallboards  

 digital visual signage 

 desktop phones 

 pocket pagers  
 
The VoiceGateDS server can also:  

 Directly connect a resident in distress to a care provider carrying a wireless telephone 

 Send e-mail notifications of equipment problems  

 Specifically display the problem detected Send text messages to PDAs 

 Produce statistical and detailed reports;  including staff response time to emergency calls, 
average response time, etc 

 Send Pop-ups to Desktop screens 
 
The VoiceGate server enables the Caresse+ or Vi+ to deliver detailed diagnostic messages including: 

 low battery ; Caresse+ or Vi+ or Amie pendant  

 loss of electrical power notification pendant supervision failure  

 pendant supervision failure  

 Telephone line disconnect  

 
When attached to the VoiceGate server the Caresse+ or Vi+ is able to send detailed information 

because of its ability to dial up to 10 different call sequences. Only one 3-digit extension is called for 

all diagnostic codes (217). A pause is inserted after the 3-digit extension, and then a unique 6-digit 

code is inserted which the server interprets, and then sends a descriptive message out via e-mail or 

text message. 

 
To monitor the telephone line the periodic test call feature on the Caresse+ or Vi+ is set to call every 
15 minutes. Normally a PERS provider would set this feature to one week or one month. The 
challenge with the Caresse+ or Vi+ is that even a diagnostic call, which doesn’t normally go to a care 
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provider’s wireless telephone, needs to be “answered” or reset by the system, or it will continue to call. 
Fortunately the Mitel switch is able to automatically send these reset DTMF tones (*#). This is a 
mandatory feature for consideration in choosing a PBX supplier. Panasonic is also capable of 
resetting the Caresse+ or Vi+.   
 
When configuring the Caresse+ or Vi+ for an assisted living facility of 120+ suites, it is wise to 
randomize the alarming when the power is disconnected to avoid having 120+ calls swarming the care 
provider phones at the same time.  
 
It should also be noted that the Caresse+ or Vi+ can work with E-Call systems that specialize in 
locating residents throughout the premises and grounds. In this case the Caresse+ or Vi+ pendant 
would not be used, but calls sent to the E-Call System such as SARA, could locate the resident and 
open a speech channel to the resident’s room using the auto answer feature on the Caresse+ or Vi+. 

 

Summary 
 

The integration of the Caresse with a PBX switch and a software server provides a complete end-to-
end solution for assisted living facilities. Servers range in price from under $5,000 to $15,000. 
Revenues from selling dial tone to residents will result in a full payback of the capital costs of the PBX, 
Nurse call system and Software server in less than 5-years. 
 
The availability of several software solutions and PBX options gives Tunstall considerable flexibility to 
offer solutions through PBX Manufacturers, Interconnects and Systems Integrators. 
 
The low cost and ease of use of this solution makes it very attractive to assisted living facilities and 
retirement homes. 
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